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06.07.2016 0183 32 With over 100,000 impressions per day and over 50,000 clicks per month, your dating site will get the traffic that it needs. How Does 
It Work Right now the AdvanDate Dating Ad Network serves over 100,000 impressions per day. This is global traffic with most traffic being in US, 

Canada, UK, Australia and more. Traffic Sources Find out which are the main sources of desktop traffic for dating .com. April 2021 analysis. dating .com s 
marketing strategy is focused on Direct with 57.52 of traffic coming from this channel, followed by Search with 14.52 . On desktop. 57.52 . Dating traffic 
presents exclusive dating , gaming and cam offers. We give you offers, you give us traffic . Win - win is guaranteed. Our professional and dedicated team 

members will help both advertisers and affiliates monetize their traffic and track their revenue, while More people coming across your pages mean more 
traffic, which converts into higher sales. Your banner ads are displayed across all the other dating sites in the network delivering high-quality, targeted, 

FREE dating traffic to your website. In exchange, you display banner ads of the other members on your site. Traffic to your dating service. by Pilot Group 
Experts Team . 8.4 10. Qty 1.00. This is about creating and running advertising campaigns for your business to get the maximum out of 01.05.2014 0183 

32 Fortunately there are a number of ways in which you can start to increase traffic to dating sites. A lot of people have been successful, just by guest 
posting on blogs that are similar to theirs. There are websites which have formed communities and they allow you ABOUT US Etology is an invite only 
global ad network focused primarily on premium converting members area traffic . Our exclusive inventory delivers both volume and quality without the 

waste of the bulk traffic networks. Matching high volume publishers with advertisers and media buyers is our specialty. We work closely with both 
publishers and advertisers to optimize Victoria Milan was launched in Scandinavia 2010, and is the fastest growing dating site for married and attached, 

being rolled out in over 35 countries, 25 languages and holding more than 5 million members worldwide.Victoria Milan Casual Partner and Perfect Match 
Based on Love, Respect, Passion amp Intellect All free dating sites claim to be unarguably legitimate.Each site has its own unique rules and regulations, 

which they encourage people to ask for when you make an account. LIGHT Free dating sites
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